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China’s market-oriented reform supports the sustainable development of

energy mix and the low-carbon target, and natural gas has bridged the

transition from traditional fossil energy to clean and renewable energies. The

third-party access policy, launched recently by China’s natural gas market,

drives the decouple between gas trade and transport. The decouple might lead

to the transmission resources of physical network not optimally used, which is

caused by the contractual arrangement between entry and exit capacities in

commercial network. Aiming at this issue, we established a mathematical

programming with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) to integrate the

allocations of commercial capacity and physical flows, based on a minimum

cost maximum flow problem (MCMF) abstracted from China’s existing gas

network. The MPEC model was then used to strategically evaluate the

transmission efficiency, and identify the critical factors of its loss. Our results

show that there is transmission efficiency loss of China’s gas network from the

shortage of geospatial gas supply and the invisible segmentation of gas network

due to interdicted cost of pipeline, bottleneck of pipeline capacity and

economic radius of gas supply chains to transport gas. Therefore, the critical

factor of the loss to be identified will be helpful for strategically reducing the

cost of decoupling gas trade and transport.
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Highlights

1) The spatial mismatch of entry/exit capacities causes network transmission

efficiency loss.

2) MPEC integrates the commercial capacity allocation and physical flows allocation.

3) The interdicted costs lead to the segmentation of local network.

4) The elasticity of pipeline capacity is spatially heterogeneous.

5) The economic radius of gas supply chains hinders network integration.
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1 Introduction

As a clean and efficient energy, natural gas has been bridging

the energy transition security from traditional fossils to

renewable energies for coping with climate change and energy

sustainable development in countries all over the world (Ogden

et al., 2018; Gillessen et al., 2019; Holz, 2020). Chinese

government has been committed to the development and

utilization of natural gas, meeting with the goal of carbon

emission reduction (Qin et al., 2019; Xu & Lin, 2019). At

present, market-oriented reform of natural gas is an

important guarantee for the sustainable development and

supply security of China’s natural gas market, which is very

critical for supporting the energy transition.

Recently, China has promulgated the directive of the third-

party access and established National Oil and Gas Pipeline

Company (SONGPC) to accelerate natural gas market from

monopoly to perfect competition (DNRC & NEA, 2018;

DNRC, 2019). The directive encourages gas traders to enter

natural gas network without discriminatory, resulting in

gradual decoupling between natural gas trade and transport

(Wang and Cheng, 2017; Xu, et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2019).

Consequently, gas traders shift the competition for pipeline

capacity to for entry and exit capacity of nodes in gas

network. The SONGPC acts as a transmission system

operator (TSO) to deliver gas from entry nodes to exit nodes.

However, the entry-exit capacities booked by traders will hinder

physical network not optimally used. It produces the

transmission efficiency loss of gas network from the

decoupling. Thereby, how to identify the critical factors of

transmission efficiency loss is crucial for SONGPC to explore

the strategies for reducing the efficiency loss by rationally

allocating the entry and exit capacities for gas traders.

Analysing the transmission efficiency loss was firstly

conducted in traffic network research (Roughgarden, 2002) by

the cost of travellers in user equilibrium exceeding the optimal

cost of the traffic network (Huang et al., 2006; Lindseya et al.,

2019). The mathematical program with equilibrium constraints

(MPEC) is employed to evaluate the losses between the leader

TSO and the follower users (Patriksson and Rockafell, 2002).

There were existing literatures focusing on either the minimum

transport cost or the maximum profits of TSO, but little attention

on the transmission efficiency losses of natural gas network.

The transport cost was involved in the allocation of gas flows.

It is generally affected by the controls of compressors, valves and

gas velocity, and usually optimized by mixed integer or linear

programming models (Richard et al., 1979; Wolf & Smeers, 2000;

Rose et al., 2016). In addition, the profit drives the TSO to

arbitrage between transportation charge and transmission cost in

liberalized gas market (Golombek et al., 1995; Gabriel, 2005). It

may lead to the pipeline capacity to be allocated inefficiently. In

market equilibrium modelling, many researchers have tried to

explore the impacts of monopoly, transportation fee, long-term

contract, and pipeline bottleneck on the efficiency losses (Cremer

and Laffont, 2003; Egging et al., 2008; Gabriel and Smeer, 2006).

However, these studies focused on the allocation of pipeline

capacity rather than the entry/exit capacities of nodes.

Entry-exit regime was implemented in European gas market

to allocate the entry-exit capacity around a virtual hub (Hunt,

2008). However, the regime faces a challenge of the transmission

capacity not efficiently used because of the line-pack flexibility

not commercially covered and the congestion from the

contractual arrangement between one entry node and one exit

node (Keyaerts et al., 2011; Hallack and Vazquez, 2013). Vazquez

and Hallack (2013) developed a clearing algorithm for the

combinational auctions of entry/exit capacity with the aim to

discover the entry and exit nodal prices for guiding the efficient

allocation of network resources. However, their studies still

regarded physical network as a black box. These researchers

expected that the hands of free market can allocate transmission

resources efficiently. However, there are still market failures from

the lack of TSO’s intervention through unified scheduling of gas

flows.

Therefore, there is a necessary for the TSO to transform the

allocation of entry and exit capacities into gas flows through

physical gas network. Hiller and his colleagues have developed a

bi-level programming for the TSO to improve the transformation

with a two-stage model (Hiller et al., 2018). However, this

programming is difficult to mathematically find a feasible

solution since it is challenged by the uncertainty of capacity

contracts and the transported feasibility of a given gas flow. Series

of optimalization models (MINLP, NLP, and MPEC etc.) have

been developed to overcome the drawbacks (Koch et al., 2015).

Furthermore, based on the assumption of linear gas flow, Böttger

et al. (2022) developed an exact single-level reformulation for a

four-level programming to reduce the difficulty (Grimm et al.,

2019).

To make it simpler, Hennig and Schwarz (2016) transferred

the bi-level programming to an incapacitated maximum-

minimum cost flow problem (UMMCF). In this

programming, gas traders as a leader tried to pay the

maximum transmission cost while TSO as a follower hoped to

balance the injected and withdrawn gas at all nodes with the

minimum cost. Furthermore, Hoppmann and Schwarz (2016)

reformulated this problem by applying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

condition (KKT) to the follower, and then the UMMCF is

substituted to the MPEC which is easy to solve with the

software CPLEX. The above models, however, do not solve

the spatial mismatch caused by the contractual arrangement

between entry and exit capacities, which leads to gas flow

inefficiently allocated in the physical network.

If all entry nodes are aggregated into one virtual entry node

and all exit nodes into one virtual exit node, the UMMCF could

be transformed into a classic minimum cost maximum flow

problem (MCMF) with the objective at the upper level changed

to the maximum entry-exit capacity (Boykov and
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Kolmogorov,2004; Benda et al., 2019; Moolman, 2020). Actually,

gas traders are willing to pay the maximum transmission cost to

book the entry or exit capacity at the node in advance as much as

possible. Therefore, the entry and exit capacities can be optimally

allocated to reduce the spatial mismatch between one entry node

and one exit node without restriction from the contractual

arrangement. The MCMF is also a combinatorial graph

problem which is characterized by bipartite matching (Chen

et al., 2022). It was usually solved by the primal-dual algorithm,

but not efficient and robust (Moolman, 2020). In the early

research literatures, Bollobás et al. (1998) and Russell et al.

(1998) implied that MCMF was a bi-level optimization

problem that could be easily solved by the MEPC model (Xie

et al., 2012). Unfortunately, it has not been further reformulated

into a MPEC problem.

In this paper, the transmission cost of gas network is taken as

the efficiency index, and further a MPEC model was established

to integrate the allocation of commercial capacity and that of

physical flows, based on a MCMF problem abstracted from

existing gas network with only one virtual entry node and one

virtual exit node in Section 2. This model was a coarse-grained bi-

level programming without considering gas pressure, velocity,

and line-pack. Subsequently, the model was used to evaluate the

transmission efficiency of China’s existing gas network in Section

3, and to identify the critical factors of its loss in Sections 4.

Finally, some conclusions and suggestions were given in

Section 5.

This paper has two contributions: Firstly, the MPECmodel is

established to integrate the allocation of commercial capacity and

that of physical flows, based on a MCMF problem abstracted

from existing gas network with only one virtual node and one exit

node. It provides the direction for reducing the transmission

efficiency loss of gas network from the spatial mismatch between

the entry and exit capacity in the context of decoupling between

gas trade and transport. Secondly, the transmission efficiency loss

of China’s existing gas network is identified from two aspects: one

from the spatial mismatch between the entry and exit capacities

caused by the shortage of natural gas supply and another from

invisible segmentation in gas network, which is caused by

interdicted cost of pipeline, bottleneck of pipeline capacity

and economic radius of gas supply chains to transport gas.

2 Methodologies

2.1 Multiple entry-exit network
generalized into an O-D network

A natural gas network with multiple entry and exit nodes,

illustrated by Wolf and Smeers (2000), was introduced in this

paper with nodal pressure not considered, as shown in Figure 1A.

In this network, Sg, Sm, Sk and Sn are the entry capacities.

Similarly, Dh, Dl and Do are the exit capacities. Considering

the entry and exit capacities, a transportation problem model

(TP) could be employed to dispatch gas flows through physical

network. As mentioned in Section 1, there might be a spatial

mismatch from the contractual arrangement between entry

capacity and exit capacity. TSO needs to reallocate the

FIGURE 1
A transportation network is generalized into a network with a pair of O-D (A) the pipeline network with gas injected and withdrawn (Wolf and
Smeers, 2000) (B) the pipeline network with one virtual origin and virtual destination.
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capacity booked by gas traders on the maximum carrying

capacity of physical network to rebalance the booked entry/

exit capacities through the gas flows.

All entry nodes g, m, k, and n are connected to a virtual

original node vs, as shown in Figure 1B and the entry capacities

Sg, Sm, Sk and Sn are also converted into the capacities of the

directed arcs of (vs, g), correspondingly (vs, m), (vs, k) and

(vs, n) are denoted by dotted lines. Similarly, a virtual

destination node vd is linked to the node h, l and o, and Dh,

Dl and Do are the capacities of the directed arcs in Figure 1B.

Thereby, the gas network can be abstracted into a transmission

network with an O-D pair. Consequently, the TP is generalized

into a MCMF. And then, The MCMF is reformulated by the

MPECmodel in the framework of bi-level programming. Finally,

the MPEC model is used to obtain the maximum flow at the

optimal cost, as well as the optimal gas-injected flows on the

directed arcs of (vs, g), (vs, m), (vs, k) and (vs, n). Meanwhile,

the optimal gas-withdrawn flows on the arcs of (h, vd), (l, vd)
and (o, vd) are also obtained.

2.2 MPEC model reformulating to MCMF

Suppose there is a gas network G (V, A, C, B), where V �
(v1, v2, ..., vn) is a set with the elements vj(j � 1, 2, ..., n). There is
a virtual original node vvs and a virtual destination node vvd in

this network as shown in Figure 1B. A is a directed arc set with

the elements (vi, vj) ∈ A, andC is a set of arcs’ capacities with the

elements c(vi, vj) which denoted briefly as cij. B is a transport fee

set for arcs with the elements b(vi, vj) ∈ Bwhich is denoted as bij.

In addition, f(vi, vj) is denoted as the flow through the arc

(vi, vj) and expressed asfij. The gas flows through the network is

expressed as v(f). Therefore, the MCMF is formulated to a bi-

level programming as follows (Xie et al., 2012):

The upper level:

min ∑
vi ,vj( )∈A

bijfij (B − 1)

and the lower level:

max ] f( ) (B − 2)

The objective function in the lower level, as seen the Eq B-

2, should comply with the constraint equations as follows

from B-3 to B-6, where pvs pi, pvd is the shadow price of the

nodes which are related to eqs B-3–5. Additionally, λij are

congestion rents of the capacity of the arc (vi, vj) related to the
equation B-6.

∑
vvs ,vj( )∈A

fvs,j − ∑
vj,vvs( )∈A

fj,vs � ] f( ) ⊥ pvs ≥ 0,∀j (B − 3)

∑
vi ,vj( )∈A

fij − ∑
vj,vi( )∈A

fji � 0 ⊥ pi ≥ 0,∀i (B − 4)

∑
vvd,vj( )∈A

fvd,j − ∑
vj,vvd( )∈A

fj,vd � −] f( ) ⊥ pvd ≥ 0,∀j (B − 5)

0≤fij ≤ cij ⊥ λij ≥ 0,∀i, j (B − 6)

Applying the KKT to the eqs B-2–6, we could obtain the dual

conditions as given in Equations M-2 to M-7. If these conditions

are combined with the objective function in the upper level, and

then theMCMFwould be reformulated into aMPECmodel. This

MPEC model could be solved by the software GAMS.

min ∑
vi ,vj( )∈A

bijfij (M − 1)

s.t.1 + pvs − pvd � 0 (M − 2)
pj − λij − pi ≤ 0 (M − 3)
cij − fij ≥ 0 (M − 4)

] − ∑
vvs ,vj( )∈A

fvs,j + ∑
vj,vvs( )∈A

fj,vs ≥ 0 (M − 5)

−∑
j

fij +∑
j

fji ≥ 0 i ≠ vs, vd (M − 6)

] − ∑
vvd,vj( )∈A

fvd,j + ∑
vj,vvd( )∈A

fj,vd ≥ 0 (M − 7)

2.3 MCP for solving the TP model

TheMPECmodel can obtain the optimal flowsfvs,j andfj,vd

from the virtual nodes to the actual entry and exit nodes as shown

in Figure 1A. If they are assigned to the gas injected or withdrawn

volumes sj or dj, respectively, and then a transportation problem

under a given natural gas supply and demand can be constructed,

as shown in equations T-1, T-2 and T-3. In these equations, the

node setVR does not include the virtual nodes vs and vd, and can

be expressed as VR � V − vs, vd{ } Accordingly, the arc set AR is

represented as A − (vs, j), (j, vd){ }.

min ∑
vi ,vj( )∈AR

bijfij (T − 1)

s.t.si + ∑
vj,vi( )∈AR

fji � ∑
vi ,vj( )∈AR

fij + di ⊥ pi,∀i (T − 2)

0≤fij ≤ cij ⊥ λij,∀i, j (T − 3)

The KKTs of the TP are:

0≤ λij + bij( ) − pj − pi( ) ⊥ fij ≥ 0 (T − 4)
0≤ −∑

j

fij +∑
j

fji − di + si ⊥ pi ≥ 0 (T − 5)

0≤ cij − fij ⊥ λij ≥ 0 (T − 6)

The above three equations T-4, T-5 and T-6 constitute the

MCP model of transportation programming (TP). The GAMS

solver can be used to solve the MCP model to obtain the optimal

flow distribution of the given gas-injected and withdrawn flows
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in gas network, as well as the entry/exit nodal price of each node.

In addition, we can track the nodal prices along the arcs in gas

network from equations T-4 and T-6 to get insight into the

transmission efficiency loss. The right item of the equation T-4

can be denoted as ξij ≥ 0, namely ξij � (bij + λij) − (pj − pi).
Three phenomena will take place between gas flows and nodal

prices along one directed arc.

1) if ξij > 0 then fij � 0 and λij � 0. This means the

transportation cost bij is greater than the arbitrage profit

(pj − pi) when pj is greater than pi. It leads to the pipeline

capacity of arc (vi, vj) being not occupied because the

transportation cost is not covered by the arbitrage profit.

Therefore, the cost ξij� bij − (pj − pi) interdicts the

possibility of TSO transporting natural gas from vi to vj,

which is called the interdicted cost (Wood, 1993; Smith and

Song, 2020). It is necessary for TSO to reduce the

transportation cost to make it possible for traders to

arbitrage, aiming to make full use of the pipeline capacities

2) However, when pj is less than pi , the interdict cost ξij will

always be greater than 0. This indicates that the flow direction

of natural gas potentially restricts traders’ arbitrage between

these two nodes. Therefore, TSO needs to reverse the flow

direction of natural gas pipeline to alleviate the mismatch

between local supply and demand.

3) Conversely, in equation T-4 if 0<fij ≤ cij, then ξij � 0, which

resulting in the transmission cost (bij + λij) equals to the

arbitrage (pj − pi). Therefore, the (pj − pi) drives the flow

from node vi to vj, and is regarded as the critical cost to

arbitrage.

3 The transmission efficiency loss of
China’s existing gas network

3.1 Natural gas pipeline network in China

The length of China’s long-distance natural gas pipelines has

reached 7.8 × 104 km by the end of 2018, constructing a gas network

that runs from the north to the south, and crosses from the east to

the west (see Appendix 1). This network is mainly composed of the

West-East Gas Transmission Lines, Shaanxi-Beijing Line, Sichuan-

East Gas Transmission Line, Zhong-Wu Line and China-Myanmar

Line. These pipelines are gradually linked by the branch pipelines,

such as Ji-Qing-Ning line, Lan-Yin Line, Zhong-Gui Line and

Zhong-Jing Line. Chinese government is planning to build

China-Russian East Line, Sakhalin Line, Ordos-Anping-

Cangzhou Line and Xinjiang-Guangdong-Zhejiang Line. These

four trunk lines will make up for the gas shortage of five gas

supply chains of Tarim Basin, Ordos Basin, Sichuan Basin,

Songliao Basin and import LNG in southeast coast, as shown in

Appendix 2 (Wang et al., 2022).

In this paper, gas sources and cities located at the main

pipelines are selected as entry and exit nodes, respectively.

According to their latitude and longitude, China’s exiting gas

network is generalized as shown in Appendix 3. Therefore, there

are 264 nodes and 309 pipelines in the generalized gas network.

1) Supply and demand nodes. There are 29 supply nodes and

235 demand nodes. The supply nodes include domestic gas,

imported pipeline gas and LNG receiving stations as shown in

Appendix 2. The imported LNG is converted to gas volume

under the standard state by the conversion factor published in

BP World Energy Statistical Yearbook (2022). The demand is

the gas volumes consumed by a city or aggregated cities

around a central city. Data resource are from the CNPC

Yearbook, Sinopec Yearbook, China Energy Statistics

Yearbook, provincial statistical yearbooks, and EPS

database (CNOOC Yearbook, 2018; CNPC Yearbook, 2018;

Sinopec Yearbook, 2018).

2) Pipelines and pipeline capacity. Pipelines in the generalized

gas network include existing gas trunk lines and long-distance

pipelines under construction. The pipeline capacity is based

on the design transmission capacity. The data is from the

CNPC Yearbook and Sinopec Yearbook.

3) Transportation cost. Pipeline transportation charge is

determined by both unit transportation fee and distance.

For simplicity, the distance between nodes is calculated by

latitude and longitude, and the unit freight rate is regulated by

National Development and Reform Commission in 2017. For

examples, the unit freight rate of Sichuan-East Gas

Transmission Line is 0.3894 RMB/1000 m3 km, and of

Shaanxi-Beijing Line is 0.2857 RMB/1000 m3 km. In

addition, the coastal LNG is transported according to the

average transportation cost of CNPC, CNOOC and Sinopec

pipelines.

3.2 The transmission efficiency loss

The TP model is used to obtain the minimum transmission

cost under existing gas supply and demand in 2017. And then,

the MPEC model is carried out to obtain the minimum cost and

maximum flow without supply and demand restrictions. In

Table 1, the transmission cost of the former is reduced to

about 80 × 108 m3/a, compared with the latter. It indicates

that there is a transmission efficiency loss of 17.9% in the

existing gas network. Moreover, the max flows optimized by

the MEPCmodel is about 2914 × 108 m3/a, much larger than that

by TP (2128 × 108 m3/a). These results show that existing gas

network can provide entry and exit capacity of 2914 × 108 m3/a

for gas traders, but it doesn’t happen. It implies that the allocation

of entry and exit capacities depends on whether the gas physical

network is optimally used through gas flows.
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If the entry capacities obtained by MPEC and TP models

are further deconstructed spatially as shown in Figure 2, we

could observe that there are many nodes with vacant entry

capacities. In particular, the entry capacities of LNG receiving

stations along the coast of East China and South China have

not been fully utilized, with the vacant capacity of about

21 bcm in South China and 38.5 bcm in East China,

respectively. There is the insufficient LNG supplies in these

two regions. Thereby, the shortage of gas supply in these two

regions have to drive gas sources in Xinjiang and Sichuan

Basin to be transported to these two areas over a long distance

to make up for the shortage of LNG supply. The same reason is

also applied to the vacant entry capacities of China-Myanmar

pipeline and Daqing gas field. Therefore, the mismatch of

capacities between the entry nodes and the exit nodes comes

from the spatial insufficiency of gas supply. Moreover, MEPC

model could be used to globally allocate these capacities,

benefiting from the setting of virtual entry and extraction

nodes in MCMF.

The congestion degree of the pipeline and the nodal prices

are obtained by TP model and MPEC model, respectively, as

shown in Figure 3A, B. Comparing these two figures, we could get

such an understanding that much more gas supply can improve

spatially the reallocation of entry/exit capacities, leading to the

pipeline capacities to be more optimally used with the lower

nodal prices in Figure 3B. Concretely, the pipeline congestion

degree obtained by MPEC model gradually decreases from west

to east, compared with that obtained by TP model. However, the

nodal prices show a concave distribution with high price in the

middle and low price in the west and east. This is the capacities of

entry nodes located at the southwest and east China to receive

more natural gas, thus mitigating the pressure of long-distance

transportation of natural gas in the west to supply the demands in

the east.

In addition, theMPECmodel could be validated by the actual

gas consumptions in 2017, 2018, and 2019 (BP, 2022).

212.8 bcm/a of natural gas could be transported by existing

gas network, including PNG of 160.1 bcm and LNG of

537 bcm, as shown in Figure 2, which are close to the actual

consumption 241.3 bcm in 2017. The optimal transportation

capacity is 2911.4 bcm, which can cover the consumptions in

2018 and even 2019 with 283.9 bcm and 308.4 bcm, respectively.

TABLE 1 Transmission efficiency of China’s natural gas network.

TP model MPEC model Efficiency loss

Transmission cost (108 Yuan/a) 579.48 491.42 17.9%

Maximum flow (bcm) 2128.34 2914.53 ——

FIGURE 2
The occupied entry capacity obtained by TP model in existing gas network and the vacant capacity is the difference between the entry
capacities obtained by MPEC and by TP.
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In Figure 4A, The color of natural gas pipeline in northwest

China is yellow, while that in central China, southeast China and

south China is red. The color of the nodes in Figure 4A gradually

changes from pale yellow to red and from the northwest to the

southeast coast, except that the color of the gas supply node is

blue. However, in Figure 4B, the color of nodes in central China,

north China and south China is yellow, while the color of nodes

in other regions is blue.

4 Results and discussion

We further investigate how the reallocation of entry and exit

capacity affects the pipeline resources to be optimally used

because the reallocation depends on whether gas physical

network is optimally used, as stated in Section 3.2. It can also

be asked that how the pipeline resources affect the spatial

rebalancing of the entry and exit capacities. Therefore, we

FIGURE 3
Spatial distribution of nodal prices and pipeline congestion in gas network (the pipeline congestion is expressed by the ratio of flow to capacity
(A) the flow distribution in exiting natural gas network by TP model (B) the optimal flow distribution in existing natural gas network by MEPC model.

FIGURE 4
Spatial distribution of critical costs and interdicted costs of unoccupied gas pipelines.
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explore the mechanism of transmission efficiency loss from three

aspects of network segmentation: the interdicted cost, the

elasticity of pipeline capacity and the deployment of gas trunk

lines in China’s natural gas market.

4.1 The spatial distributions of interdicted
cost

Looking back at the congestion degrees of pipelines and

nodal prices in Figure 3A, there are 29 pipelines with their

interdicted costs greater than zero under existing supplies and

demands, as shown in Figure 4. It means that the gas flows

through these pipelines are equal to zero, and the pipeline

capacities is not occupied according to the complementary

relationship between gas flows and the prices in eq. T-4.

It can be further observed that there are a few pipelines with

critical cost greater than zero, which indicates that the

transportation fee builds the cost barrier of gas flows through

the pipelines. In addition, the critical cost of most pipelines is less

than zero, that is, the regulated direction of gas flows through the

pipeline produces the technical barrier of gas flow. Especially, the

transportation channel between North China gas network with

Northeast China gas network is interdicted by the regulated

direction of Yongqing-Tangshan pipeline. Therefore, the

interdicted cost hinders the fluidity of gas flows in the local

network and then segments regionally the gas network, which

potentially increasing the radius of gas supply chain to transport

gas flows from Xingjiang, Erodes basin to gas network of

Northeast China.

It is possible to decrease the interdicted cost of the above-

mentioned 29 pipelines by reducing the transportation fee or

reversing the direction of gas flows through pipelines for

improving the transmission efficiency of exiting gas network.

Therefore, among the 29 pipelines, the interdicted costs of

pipelines in East China, North China and Southeast China are

reduced respectively. Considering the segmentation between

North China and Northeast China gas network from the

Yongqing-Tangshan pipeline, it is necessary to independently

observe the transmission efficiency by reversing its gas flow

direction. The results are shown in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 illustrate that the reduction of

pipelines’ interdicted cost in North China, East China and

Central China would heterogeneously affect the transmission

cost and transmission efficiency loss of existing gas network.

However, the maximum transmission capacity could be not

affected, and the change would be close to 0. The reason is

that these interdicted pipelines in these three regions only

improve the transportation path of gas flow through the local

gas network, but can’t cause the reallocation of entry and exit

capacities.

Compared with the three regions, reversing the gas flow

direction of Yongqing-Tangshan pipeline would not only

increase the transportation capacity by 20.657 × 108 m/a, but

also reduce the transportation cost by 5.924 × 108 yuan/a,

resulting in a 1.02% reduction in transmission efficiency loss.

This implies that once the channel barriers between gas network

in North China and Northeast China are removed, natural gas

from North China will flow to Northeast China through this key

channel. At the same time, coastal LNG will supplement the

natural gas demand in North China, East China and Central

China. Although the nodal prices in Northeast China has

increased by about 0.8 yuan/m3, compared with those before

the gas flow direction change, the clearing prices of nodes in

North China, Central China and Southeast China have

decreased, as shown in Figure 2A and Figure 5. Therefore, the

reversal of gas flow direction in this critical channel will cause the

reallocation between the entry and exit capacities to move

towards the optimization direction.

4.2 The heterogenous elasticities of the
pipeline capacity

There are 11 arcs congested by gas flows which obtained by

MPEC model in exiting supply and demand. They are mainly

located in Shaanxi-Beijing First line, Shaanxi-Beijing Second and

Third lines, Yu-Ji line, and other eight branch lines, as shown in

Fig. 6. One-unit capacity 1 × 108 m3/a is added to these pipelines,

respectively, to observe the changes of transmission efficiency

and network maximum gas flow.

Once the capacities of these pipelines are expanded, the

transportation cost will be correspondingly increased. In

addition, the increase of the maximum gas flow is equal to

the capacity expansion of Lunnan-Korla pipeline, Yulin-

Taiyuan pipeline, Yulin-Shenchi pipeline and Puyang-Jinan

pipeline respectively, as the dotted lines shown in Figure 6. It

indicates that these four pipelines are still congested by gas flow,

TABLE 2 Impacts of reducing interdicted cost on transmission cost, max flow, and transmission efficiency loss.

North China East China Central China Yongqing-Tangshan pipeline

The reduction of transmission cost (108 Yuan/a) 1.6892 0.1592 0.0012 5.9237

The increment of max flow (bcm/a) 0 0 0 20.6569

The decrease of transmission efficiency loss 0.29% 0.02% 0% 1.02%
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FIGURE 5
Nodal prices and flow distribution in gas network when reversing the gas flow direction through Yongqing-Tangshan pipeline.

FIGURE 6
Impact of pipe capacity changes on the marginal cost and marginal flow of distribution network.
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so they are still the bottleneck of gas network. However, for the

residual seven pipelines, the increase of maximum gas flow is less

than the increase of pipeline capacity, so these seven pipelines are

no longer congested. Therefore, the expansion of pipeline

capacity has certain elasticity, which will inevitably lead to the

transmission efficiency loss.

To measure the elasticity of pipeline capacity, we introduce

the elasticity of “capacity-cost” by referring to price-demand

elasticity in economics. The elasticity is expressed as

εij � (Δcij/cij)/(Δtc/tc), where εij is the capacity cost elasticity

of pipeline (i, j), Δcij is the change of pipeline capacity, tc is the
transmission cost of gas network and Δtc is the change of the

transmission cost.

Four pipelines are selected for experiments and the elasticity

curves of these four pipelines are obtained by simulation, as

shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the elastic curves of the four

pipelines have different shapes. The curve of Puyang-Jinan

pipeline is close to an “L" shape, that of Yulin-Taiyuan

pipeline is close to an “S" shape. However, the curves of

Yulin-Shenchi pipeline and Lunnan-Korla pipeline are close to

a straight line. These different shapes imply that pipeline

elasticity is spatially heterogeneous. In addition, we can

observe that the elastic coefficient of Lunnan-Korla pipeline is

much higher than that of the other three pipelines, while the

coefficient of Puyang-Jinan pipeline is the smallest. The above

two phenomena can be attributed to the fact that these two

pipelines are located at different positions in gas network.

Puyang-Jinan pipeline is located in the trunk of Yulin-Jinan

line. There are many entry-exit nodes on this trunk line, and then

the expansion of the capacity of Puyang-Jinan pipeline will

reallocate increased gas flow among entry and exits nodes

along this line. Thereby, the transportation cost by the

expansion will be diluted. On the contrary, Lunnan-Korla

pipeline is located on the West-East pipeline, and there are no

more entry and exit nodes to dilute the transportation cost.

Therefore, the location of the pipeline in gas network determines

its’ elasticity, and then the transmission cost is robust to the

expansion of the pipeline capacity of the trunk line, whereas it is

rigid.

4.3 The deployment of gas pipelines

Chinese government plans to build the China-Russia East

Line and Sakhalin Line with the capacity of 380 × 108 m3/a,

respectively. Moreover, Xinjiang- Guangdong-Zhejiang Line and

Ordos-Anping-Cangzhou Line are planned to be built with the

capacity of 300 × 108 m3/a. Their planned paths are shown in

FIGURE 7
The heterogeneous elasticity of capacity-cost in China’s exiting gas network (A) Puyang-Jinan pipeline in Yulin-Jinan Line (B) Yulin-Taiyuan
Pipeline in Shaanxi-Beijing Line 2 and 3 (C) Yulin-Shenchi Pipeline in Shaanxi-Beijing Line 1) (D) Lunnan-Kuerle Pipeline in West-East Line 1
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dotted lines in Appendix 1. Undoubtedly, these four trunk lines

will expand the capacities of the two supply chains of Ordos

Basin gas source and Russian imported natural gas. Therefore, we

analyze the transmission efficiency of gas network in three

scenarios, as follows:

1) Scenario Ⅰ: Xinjiang- Guangdong-Zhejiang Line and Ordos-

Anping-Cangzhou Line are added to the existing gas network;

2) Scenario Ⅱ: China-Russia East Line and Sakhalin Line are

added to the existing gas network;

3) Scenario Ⅲ: These four lines are added to the existing gas

network, taking account into the requirement of China’s

natural gas supply for gas network in 2030.

It could be found that the transmission efficiency losses in

Scenario Ⅰ and Scenario Ⅱ are 21.51% and 24.84%, respectively. As

shown in Table 3. Both of them are higher than 17.92% in MEPC

model as seen in Table 1. Differently, the maximum flows in these

two scenarios are only increases by 54.01 × 108m3/a and 75.02 ×

108m3/a, compared with the result of MPECmodel (see Table 1).

Actually, the trunk lines to be built in these two scenarios only

extend the gas supply chain radius of transporting gas flows from

gas sources in Xingjiang, Erodes basin and imported gas from

Russia to North China, East China and South China.

In Scenario Ⅰ, these two trunk lines to be built not only

expand the entry capacities of gas sources from Xinjiang and

Erodes basin, but also reduce the pressure of the supply chain of

Xinjiang gas source on the gas supply in Southeast and South

China. These two supply chains coordinate with each other and

optimally reallocate entry and exit capacities, thus reducing the

congestions and nodal prices, as shown in Figure 8A. Similarly, In

ScenarioⅡ, natural gas imported from Russia also alleviates the

gas supply pressure of the above two supply chains to Central,

East and South China. Therefore, the congestion degrees and

node prices in Scenario Ⅱ are lower than those in Scenario Ⅰ, as
shown in Figure 8B.

In Scenario Ⅲ, the maximum transportation capacity of

China natural gas network will reach 4094.53 × 108 m3/a,

although more transportation costs will have to be paid. That

is to say, these four pipelines will greatly improve the spatial

distribution of entry and exit capacities. It will also increase the

fluidity of gas flows among the five gas supply chains, as shown in

Appendix 2. Therefore, more gas supply chains will improve the

spatial distribution of entry/exit capacity, thus reducing the gas

TABLE 3 The results of the three Scenario Ⅰ, Ⅱ, and Ⅲ

Scenario Ⅰ Scenario Ⅱ Scenario Ⅲ

Transmission cost (108 Yuan) 597.15 613.50 1010.99

Transmission capacity (bcm) 2182.35 2203.36 4094.53

Efficiency loss 21.51% 24.84% ——

FIGURE 8
Distributions of nodal prices and pipeline congestions in scenario Ⅰ and Ⅱ (A) the Xinjiang- Guangdong–Zhejiang and Ordos-Anyang-
Changzhou pipelines (B) the Russian-China Eastern and Sakhalin pipelines.
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supply shortage caused by the mismatch between entry and exit

capacities.

4.4 Discussion

The results need to be further discussed, even including the

verification of the model in Section 3. Inspired by Acerbi et al.

(2022), we triangulated this discussion from model, data, and

information.

In MPEC, the transaction process of capacity (booking and

nominating entry-exit capacity) is simplified, as well as technical

constraints, such as gas pressure and compressibility which

addressed by Hiller (2018) and Böttger et al. (2022). Thereby,

our model is suitable for strategically evaluating the supports of

existing physical network to commercial network, but not for

real-time scheduling (hourly or daily) of entry-exit capacity. In

addition, the spatial mismatch of deterministic entry-exit

capacities is the focused of our model, rather than the

capacities to be randomly booked in realistic and severe

transport situations which were studied by Hiller (2018),

Böttger et al., 2022 (2018) and Hennig and Schwarz (2016).

From this point of view, we extended their research work.

The visualized results give three strategies of gas flow

management: reducing the interdicted cost (reducing

transportation cost and reversing gas flow direction),

increasing the pipeline capacity and building new trans-

regional pipelines. A high degree of physical gas market

integration is of great importance to enhance competition

under the Third-Access Party policy implemented recently in

China. Therefore, the obtained gas flow data provides visual

observation for TSO to improve gas flow andto decrease pipeline

congestions for more gas market integration (Dieckhöner,et al.,

2013). For example, the variation of natural gas flow direction

and pipeline capacity can be realized practically by node pressure

controls which normally optimized in technical and economic

models (Wolf and Smeers, 2000; Rose et al., 2016).

Nodal prices are transmitted on gas network with gas

flows. When pipeline congestion occurs, the congestion rent

will be transmitted on the network along with nodal prices,

and be recovered by TSO. Therefore, the nodal prices obtained

by our model is similar to the nodal capacity price obtained by

market auction (Vazquez and Hallack, 2013). This implies

that the nodal price provides a reference for regionally pricing

the entry/exit capacity. Moreover, congestion rents of

pipelines could be fed back to the virtual origin and

destination (as shown in Figure 1) to guide the total of

entry/exit flows to be redistributed among all of entry and

exit nodes. Hence, it implicitly suggests the sharing and

distributing of nodal price signal is realized on the virtual

origin and destination nodes, although our model design is

more closely relate to UMMCF (Hennig and Schwarz, 2016;

Hoppmann and Schwarz,2016).

5 Conclusion and implications

In this paper, The MPEC model was established to evaluate

the transmission efficiency and identified the critical factors of its

loss. Some conclusions are made as follows.

The third-party access policy will drive the decoupling between

gas trade and transport, leading to the transmission resources of the

physical network cannot be optimally used to meet with the

contractual arrangement between entry and exit capacities in

commercial network. The MPEC model could integrate the

allocation of commercial capacity and that of physical flows, based

on aMCMF problem abstracted from existing gas network with only

one virtual entry node and one virtual exit node. Moreover, this

model cloud be used to spatially reallocate entry and exit capacities

through the optimal scheduling of gas flow. It can reduce the

transmission efficiency loss from the gap between commercial

network and physical network, and delivers a feasible solution for

the large-scale scheduling operation of natural gas network.

There is a transmission efficiency loss of 17.9% in China’s

existing natural gas network and the loss mainly comes from the

spatial mismatch between the entry and exit capacities caused by

the shortage of natural gas supply in the South, East and Northeast

China. However, the entry and exit capacities offered by TSO still

depends on the optimal allocation of pipeline capacity. Specifically,

the interdicted cost of pipeline, capacity-cost elasticity of pipeline

and economic radius of gas supply chain to transport gas flows will

produce the invisible segmentation of local networks, networks

along trunk lines and regional networks, respectively. These

invisible allocations will indeed extend the distance to transport

gas, thus distorting the efficiency of pipeline capacity allocation.

Thereby, the three segmentations are the critical factors of

transmission efficiency loss in China’s natural gas network.

Some implications are given to improve the transmission

efficiency.

Firstly, the allocation of entry-exit capacity should be dominated

by TSO, not by traders. Otherwise, the contractual arrangement of

entry-exit capacity will distort the allocation of pipeline capacity.

China’s gas network could not be managed by absolutely copying

the entry-exit regime in European natural market. The reason is that

gas supply shortage and imperfect pipeline network layout will lead

to supply security, which is the priority of TSO scheduling objectives.

Secondly, China government has formulated diversified

import strategies to meet the market demand, but a large

number of natural gas imports come from East Asian

countries adjacent to Xinjiang. These imported natural gas are

far away from the three high-demand areas of East China, South

China and Northeast China. This means that China’s natural gas

import should pay more attention to the LNG import volume of

these two regions, so as to improve the mismatch between entry

and exit capacities caused geographically by import gas shortage.

Thirdly, although China government promulgated the

supervision and examination of pipeline transportation cost to

regulate TSO’s abuse of market power, the transportation price
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may block gas flow in local network, resulting in local network

segmentation. Therefore, a flexible transportation price system is

needed for the fluidly of gas flow. Up to now, Chinese

government has not issued regulations on pipeline capacity

management. The spatial heterogeneity of pipeline capacity-

cost elasticity is an important way to improve the

transmission efficiency. But the detailed design is a challenge.

In addition, it is necessary to complete the construction of

planning pipeline as soon as possible to establish a multi-

supply chain system, so as to improve the transmission efficiency.
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